I was a first-generation, DISD graduate with zero guidance. Today, I have completed two under-graduate degrees and will be completing two masters.

Matthew Vazquez
Academic Bridge Scholar
Business Administration

My current research focuses on creating coatings that can make orthopedic implants more successful in diabetic environments.

Alexandra Arteaga
Betty & Gifford Johnson Graduate Scholar
Biomedical Engineering

Matthew Vazquez
Academic Bridge Scholar
Business Administration

My mother and father did not have a secondary education. Obtaining a college degree has always been my dream. I am planning to go to Law School.

Venisha Harmon
Patti Henry Pinch Undergraduate Scholar
Historical Studies

I am extremely humbled and grateful for this generous contribution to my education. It’s encouraging to know there are people out there supporting UT Dallas students.

Mamadou Diallo
Patti Henry Pinch Undergraduate Scholar
Electrical Engineering

I really appreciate the donors’ kindness. It means a lot for a starting Ph.D. student like me to present my work, discuss it with others and make connections.

Junpeng Hou
Betty & Gifford Johnson Graduate Scholar
Physics

As a new scientist in this field, this scholarship allowed me to present my latest research on mitochondrial dysfunction in Alzheimer’s Disease at a conference in Stockholm.

Esha Gauba
Betty & Gifford Johnson Graduate Scholar
Molecular & Cell Biology

I’m grateful, honored, and humbled to be a recipient of this life-changing scholarship. My goal is to become the first female STEM graduate in my family.

Monica Gonzalez
Academic Bridge Program Scholar
Biochemistry

I used my scholarship to attend the Community Standards for 3D Data Preservation conference at Washington University in St. Louis, where I was a panelist. I appreciate your promotion of scholarship.

Chukwuemeka Ikebude
Betty & Gifford Johnson Graduate Scholar
Arts, Technology & Emerging Communications
The Tournament

Course
Firewheel Golf Park
600 W. Campbell Road
Garland, TX 75044
Old Course and Lakes Course

Format
- Six-person scramble
- Two-putt maximum on the green
- No mulligans
- Par is your friend

Awards
Awards will be given for 1st and 2nd place from each of the three flights. Special awards will be given for:
- Closest to the Pin
- Men’s Longest Drive
- Women’s Longest Drive

Registration
Individual registrations cost $200.
All registrations cover:
- Green fees
- Golf cart
- Swag bag
- The tournament awards program
- Refreshments, snacks and lunch

The registration deadline is April 3, 2023.

Become a Sponsor

Title Sponsor - $50,000+
- Registration fees covered for 12 players
- UT Dallas leadership joins your team
- Opportunity to address attendees
- Reserved table for lunch
- Sponsor name/logo on a Title Sponsor banner
- Sponsor name/logo sign at a snack tent
- Sponsor name/logo posted at an exclusive course hole
- Sponsor name on tournament program and website
- Special gift

Major Sponsor - $25,000+
- Registration fees covered for 11 players
- UT Dallas leadership joins your team
- Reserved table for lunch
- Sponsor name/logo on a Major Sponsor banner
- Sponsor name/logo sign at a snack tent
- Sponsor name/logo posted at an exclusive course hole
- Sponsor name on tournament program and website
- Special gift

Platinum Sponsor - $15,000+
- Registration fees covered for 10 players
- Reserved table for lunch
- Sponsor name/logo on a Platinum Sponsor banner
- Sponsor name/logo sign at a snack tent
- Sponsor name/logo posted at a course hole
- Sponsor name on tournament program and website
- Special gift

Gold Sponsor - $10,000+
- Registration fees covered for 9 players
- Reserved table for lunch
- Sponsor name/logo on a Gold Sponsor banner
- Sponsor name/logo posted at a course hole
- Sponsor name on tournament program and website
- Special gift

Silver Sponsor - $6,000+
- Registration fees covered for 8 players
- Sponsor name/logo posted at a course hole
- Sponsor name on tournament program and website
- Special gift

Bronze Sponsor - $3,000+
- Registration fees covered for 6 players
- Sponsor name/logo posted at a course hole
- Sponsor name on tournament program and website

All proceeds go towards funding scholarships in The University of Texas at Dallas. Previous tournaments have contributed to:
- Betty & Gifford Johnson Graduate Endowment
  Helps graduate students attend and make presentations at national conferences
- Patti Henry Pinch Undergraduate Endowment
  Assists undergraduates with research and travel expenses
- Academic Bridge Scholarship Endowment
  Helps ease the transition from high school to college by providing on-campus housing, advising, mentoring and tutoring to first-generation college students

Sponsor/Register Now!

alumni.utdallas.edu/golf

The World Biomaterials Congress was one of the milestones of my academic life. I hope I will better people’s lives through my research. Thank you for this wonderful opportunity.

Bhuvana Lakakasetter Chandrashekar
Betty & Gifford Johnson Graduate Scholar
Bioengineering